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       I think Trump's affinity for Netanyahu is part of the fact that he is most
comfortable with fellow bullies. He is setting up a worldwide club of
ruling bullies. 
~Lawrence Davidson

The continual linking of the notions of terrorist and terrorism with
Muslims and the Middle East is, essentially, an act of propaganda that
cannot help but promote "Islamophobia." 
~Lawrence Davidson

Trump's election means that you have a US government that will no
longer do one thing and say another. 
~Lawrence Davidson

If the Americans do move the embassy to Jerusalem, and eventually
the rest of the world follows suit, it will mark the end of Palestinian
hopes for a two-state solution. 
~Lawrence Davidson

If Donald Trump shows signs of backing out of Europe, the Russians
might be willing to stay out of his confrontation with Iran. If he follows
Obama's program in Europe, things might be different. 
~Lawrence Davidson

If Trump takes an aggressive anti-Iranian stand, I suspect it will
complicate his relations with Russia; how much so, depends on what
else Trump does, particularly about participation in NATO. 
~Lawrence Davidson

The question is: Will Trump's ego allow him to reconsider any negative
moves that he now might have in mind? Such reconsideration is really
out of character for him. 
~Lawrence Davidson
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Consequences of acting in Donald Trump's usual egocentric, "I make
the rules," way can be quite dangerous for all of us. 
~Lawrence Davidson

Under Trump, the US will give its blessing to Israeli imperialism and
racism. 
~Lawrence Davidson

Donald Trump has no sympathy with underdogs. They, including the
Palestinians, are just "losers." So he will bring words and action
together as Netanyahu wishes. 
~Lawrence Davidson

With the exception of Obama's belated lame-duck behavior, the US has
always, in practice, supported Israel unquestionably. 
~Lawrence Davidson
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